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Node.js (Javascript on the server) 
is the focus of this module
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Hands-on Node.js Examples
• Load file from disk: 01_loadfile.js
– Event driven in action: asynchronous callback
• Parse html: 02_parse_html.js
– Using (& installing) libraries: npm
• Load file from network (& parse it): 03_weather.js
– More libraries
Hands-on Node.js Examples (cont.)
• Respond to an HTTP request: 04_hello_http.js
• Get info from the HTTP request: 05_http_url.js
• Combine all of the above: 
06_http_weather.js & 07_http_weather_closure.js
Hands-on Node.js Examples (cont.)
• Respond to an HTTP request: 04_hello_http.js
– Node built-in http server features
• Get info from the HTTP request: 05_http_url.js
– More built-in features
• Combine all of the above: 
06_http_weather.js & 07_http_weather_closure.js 
– Closure in action, a practical example
Summary
• Examples of Node.js in action:
– lots of libraries
– npm: node package manager
– callbacks in practice
– closure in practice
